Magnetic skyrmions are nanoscale spin structures recently discovered at room temperature (RT) in multilayer films. Employing their novel topological properties towards exciting technological prospects requires a mechanistic understanding of the excitation and relaxation mechanisms governing their stability and dynamics. Here we report on the magnetization dynamics of RT Néel skyrmions in Ir/Fe/Co/Pt multilayer films. We observe a ubiquitous excitation mode in the microwave absorption spectrum, arising from the gyrotropic resonance of topological skyrmions, that is robust over a wide range of temperatures and sample compositions. A combination of simulations and analytical calculations establish that the spectrum is shaped by the interplay of interlayer and interfacial magnetic interactions unique to multilayers, yielding skyrmion resonances strongly renormalized to lower frequencies. Our work provides fundamental spectroscopic insights on the spatiotemporal dynamics of topological spin structures, and crucial directions towards their functionalization in nanoscale devices.
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Magnetic skyrmions are nanoscale spin structures recently discovered at room temperature (RT) in multilayer films. Employing their novel topological properties towards exciting technological prospects requires a mechanistic understanding of the excitation and relaxation mechanisms governing their stability and dynamics. Here we report on the magnetization dynamics of RT Néel skyrmions in Ir/Fe/Co/Pt multilayer films. We observe a ubiquitous excitation mode in the microwave absorption spectrum, arising from the gyrotropic resonance of topological skyrmions, that is robust over a wide range of temperatures and sample compositions. A combination of simulations and analytical calculations establish that the spectrum is shaped by the interplay of interlayer and interfacial magnetic interactions unique to multilayers, yielding skyrmion resonances strongly renormalized to lower frequencies. Our work provides fundamental spectroscopic insights on the spatiotemporal dynamics of topological spin structures, and crucial directions towards their functionalization in nanoscale devices.
Magnetic skyrmions are topologically protected spin textures with solitonic, i.e. particle-like properties 1, 2 . Their room temperature (RT) realization in multilayer films possessing interfacial DzyaloshinskiiMoriya interaction (DMI) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] promises imminent spintronic applications 8, 9 , due to the expected pliability to charge currents and spin torques 10 , coupled with topological stability 2, 8 . Harnessing the potential of these magnetic quasiparticles requires a comprehensive understanding of the excitation and relaxation mechanisms governing their spatiotemporal dynamics 11 .
The dynamic response of a skyrmion to electromagnetic potentials includes a characteristic transverse, or gyrotropic component which derives from its topological charge 12, 13 , and is described by distinct rotational modes [11] [12] [13] . Meanwhile, extrinsic perturbations encountered by a moving skyrmion, e.g. thermal fluctuations or disorder, may deform its spin structure to an extent governed by internal excitation modes 12, 14 . Conversely, similar excitations may be engineered to enable deterministic skyrmion nucleation in devices 15 . Finally, the efficiency of its electrodynamic response is governed by spin relaxation and scattering mechanisms, and characterized by the damping parameter 8 . A panoramic picture of skyrmion magnetization dynamics in multilayers is essential for their efficient manipulation in devices utilizing their mobility in racetracks 16, 17 , switching in dots 15 , and microwave response in detectors and oscillators 18, 19 .
Skyrmion excitations have thus far been investigated primarily in crystalline magnets at cryogenic temperatures 11, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Such "helimagnets" host ordered, dense lattices of identical predominantly Bloch-textured skyrmions over a narrow temperature range 2, 21 . In contrast, multilayer skyrmions would likely have a considerably distinct behavior, due to their columnar Néel texture 3 , sensitivity to interlayer and interfacial magnetic interactions absent in helimagnets 8 , and marked inhomogeneity in their individual and collective entity due to inherent magnetic granularity 4 . Moreover, the stability of skyrmions over a wide range of thermodynamic parameters in multilayers 7 would enable unprecedented investigations of topological spin excitations, including their thermal stability and sensitivity to magnetic interactions.
Here we present a detailed study of the magnetization dynamics of RT Néel skyrmions in Ir/Fe/Co/Pt multilayers. A robust excitation mode is found in ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spectroscopy measurements, arising from gyrotropic motion of individual Néel skyrmions, and persisting over a wide range of temperatures and sample compositions. Micromagnetic simulations and analytical calculations demonstrate the roles of interfacial and interlayer interactions in shaping the distinctive resonance spectrum of skyrmions, and enabling its detection across the granular magnetic landscape.
Magnetization Dynamics
The sputtered [Ir(10)/Fe(x)/Co(y)/Pt(10)] 20 multilayer films (thickness in angstroms in parentheses) studied in this work are known to host RT Néel skyrmions with smoothly tunable properties that can be modulated by the Fe/Co composition 7 . Here we focus on two 1 nm Fe(x)/Co(y) compositionsFe(4)/Co (6) Broadband FMR spectroscopy measurements were performed using a home-built coplanar waveguide (CPW) setup tailor-made for ultrathin magnetic films (Fig. 1a , see Methods) 27 . FMR spectra were recorded in transmission mode (S 12 ) over a frequency ( f ) range of 5-20 GHz, with the OP magnetic field (H) swept over ±1 T, following established recipes for multilayer films 23, 24, 27, 28 . Fig. 1b shows representative spectra recorded above saturation (H > H S ): the resonant lineshape corresponding to uniform (Kittel) precession of the saturated ferromagnetic (FM) moment, M S . Lorentzian fits to these spectra give the resonance field-frequency dispersion (Fig. 1c ) and the linewidth (Fig. 1d) , which are used to extract the anisotropy field, µ 0 H K 25 , and the effective damping, α eff , respectively (see Methods). The considerable magnitude of α eff (0.105 ± 0.001) in our multilayer stack, compared to bulk crystals and thin films, is due to the summation of various Gilbert-like damping effects 29 , as well as interfacial effects that include spin wave scattering, spin pumping, and interface defect scattering [27] [28] [29] . The experimental determination of α eff for this multilayer skyrmion host is a crucial step towards modeling skyrmion dynamics and switching characteristics 8, 15 .
Resonant Magnetic Textures
We now turn to the microwave response of magnetic textures that emerge at fields below saturation (H < H S ), and form disordered skyrmion lattice (SK, Fig. 2a : right inset) and labyrinthine stripe (LS, Fig. 2a : left inset) phases respectively. Fig. 2c shows a waterfall plot of representative high-resolution FMR spectra which exhibit a visible dichotomy in resonance characteristics. While high frequency spectra (e.g. 13 GHz) exhibit two prominent minima at high (H > H S ) and low (H H S ) fields respectively, low frequency spectra have only one observable dip at intermediate fields (
Notably, these minima correspond to distinctly dis-persing resonances that together form a characteristic "Y"-shape (Fig. 2c) . We use Lorentzian superposition fits to determine and delineate these resonances (e.g. Fig. 2d ). The dispersion of the fitted resonances, overlaid in Fig. 2b on a normalized spectral plot, is used to establish their relationship with magnetic phases (Fig. 2a) .
The resonances in Fig. 2b can be delineated into three distinct modes -each corresponding to a unique magnetic phase. First, the FM phase (H > H S ) exhibits the familiar positively dispersing Kittel mode (blue circles) arising from uniform precession 25 . Next, the LS phase (H H S ) harbors a high frequency mode (magenta triangles) with negative dispersion, analogous to wellstudied helimagnonic resonances in Bloch-textured compounds 21 . Finally, the SK phase (H/H S ∼ 0.8 − 1) hosts a distinct, low frequency resonance mode (green squares) with positive dispersion and considerable spectral weight. This is reminiscent of gyrotropic excitations reported in Blochtextured magnets 11, 20, 21, 23 , and can indeed be identified as a magnon-skyrmion bound state arising from counter-clockwise (CCW) gyration of individual Néel skyrmions as we show below. Surprisingly, this SK resonance exhibits a pronounced renormalization towards lower frequencies with respect to the Kittel mode, a phenomenon hitherto unobserved in any skyrmion material.
Systematic multilayer micromagnetic simulations were performed to establish the relationship between the magnetic textures and the observed resonances (details in Methods). The equilibrium magnetic configurations exhibit consistently Néel texture (see §SI 3) with the expected field evolution (FM, SK, and LS: Fig. 3a) . Their magnetization dynamics were simulated from their temporal response to in-plane (IP) excitation fields (Fig. 3c) , yielding a spectral diagram ( Fig. 3b) with varying f and H. In agreement with experiments ( Fig. 2b) , the resonances in FM and LS phases are at higher frequencies, and disperse with positive and negative slopes respectively. Meanwhile, the SK phase exhibits two positively dispersing resonances: one, at higher frequencies (yellow diamonds), appears similar to the FM mode; while the other, at lower frequencies (green squares), is noticeably steeper, consistent with experiment (Fig. 2b) .
Gyrotropic Skyrmion Resonance
The robust nature of the observed SK resonance (Fig. 2b) , characteristic of phase coherence, is particularly compelling given that it arises from a dilute, disordered ensemble of inhomogenous skyrmions (∼ 25% size variation, see §SI 1). Furthermore, the qualitative agreement of its distinguished phenomenology with multilayer simulations (Fig. 3b ) raises several intriguing questions: (1) what is the microscopic mechanism for the low-frequency SK resonance? (2) what are its quantum numbers? (3) what causes the idiosyncratic dispersion of the SK mode? We turn to spatiotemporal Fourier analyses of simulations and analytical calculations to address these compelling issues.
First, we examine temporal snapshots of the normalized magnetization, m = M/M S (Fig. 4a) , and topological charge density, q T = 1 4π m (∂ x m × ∂ y m) (Fig. 4b) , of a resonant skyrmion (see Methods). Due to the momentum conservation 30 , the center-of-mass of q T , R q T (Fig. 4b, filled circle) remains static, however its maximum demonstrates CCW rotation. Notably, the center-of-mass of m z , R m z (Fig. 4a, open  circle) is not static and also rotates in a CCW direction. In this case, as in more involved types of skyrmion dynamics, R q T and R m z behave like massless and massive particles respectively 13, 31 . These analyses (details in §SI 5) conclusively inform that the observed SK resonance arises from the gyrotropic CCW excitation of single Néel skyrmions.
Second, for a dilute ensemble as here (typical a Sk /d Sk ∼ 4 1), skyrmions should respond individually to the excitation field, in contrast to collective excitations of well-studied helimagnetic skyrmion lattices 11, 21 . It is noteworthy that the development of collective coherence is not essential for experimental detection: the incoherent response of a finite density of skyrmions could produce a large enough signal to explain their observed signature. Such an excitation can therefore be described by a well-localized spin-wave function (SWF). The SWF (Fig. 4c,  §SI 6 ), determined from the temporal deviations in magnetization ∆m from the static skyrmion configuration, displays profiles characteristic of an individual CCW excitation with appropriate quantum numbers (details in Methods). Next, radial linecuts through SWF maxima for OP (∆m z ) and IP (∆m ϕ ) components (Fig. 4d) peak as expected at the skyrmion radius (d Sk /2). In contrast to the singlelayer theory ( §SI 5), the long-range dipolar field in the multilayer structure results in a long tail in ∆m ϕ . Interestingly, this long tail might give rise to a residual coupling between adjacent skyrmions that could lead to a synchronization of excitations, a subject for future investigation.
Third, we investigate the renormalization of the multilayer CCW mode to lower frequencies with respect to the Kittel mode. Analytical calculations of the Néel skyrmion spectrum for a comparable single layer ( §SI 5) 32 suggest that the CCW mode can corre- spond only to a shallow bound state, with frequency practically indistinguishable from the Kittel mode, as for Bloch systems 14, 33 . Indeed, this is verified by single layer simulations (Fig. 3d,  §SI 4) , which do not exhibit renormalization, in line with literature 34, 35 . Together, these conclusively point to interlayer dipolar coupling, uniquely present in multilayers, as being responsible for the CCW renormalization. The dipolar coupling aligns layer-wise moments within multilayer skyrmions, producing an attractive interaction that may lower the gyrotropic frequency well below the magnon continuum. Meanwhile, the higher frequency SK mode, uniquely observed in simulations ( Fig. 3b: FM residual) , arises from a delocalized excitation of the background, reminiscent of the uniform Kittel mode 25 . It is spectrally distinguished in multilayers due to the stronger dispersion of the CCW, while its substantially lower weight is likely the reason for its absence within experimental resolution.
Finally, the persistence of Ir/Fe/Co/Pt skyrmions over a wide range of thermodynamic parameters 7, 26 offers an unprecedented window into the evolution of skyrmion resonances. To this end, we examine the temperature variation (100-300 K) of Fe(5)/Co (5) resonances within experiments (Fig. 5a ) and simulations (Fig. 5b , parameters in Methods) respectively. The FM and LS modes do not vary substantially, however the CCW mode is noticeably steeper at lower temperatures (Fig. 5a) . While zero Kelvin simulations cannot establish full quantitative consistency with experiment, they do reproduce the CCW trend (Fig. 5b) , thereby explicitly discounting thermal activation effects. Therefore, we investigate its thermodynamic origin by studying the evolution of resonance mode dispersions, d f /dH, across two samples over these temperatures. From Fig. 5d , the CCW dispersion steepens by a factor of 5, and notably exhibits a near-linear variation with K eff -the latter also increases considerably (0.01-0.2 MJ/m 3 ) across our measurements. Indeed, theoretical reports point to easy-axis anisotropy favouring the gyrotropic CCW mode and lowering its resonance frequency 31, 32 , consistent with our findings.
Outlook
We have reported a systematic magnetization dynamics study of Néel skyrmions that form dilute, inhomogeneous ensembles in Ir/Fe/Co/Pt multilayers. We have identified a strong microwave resonance arising from CCW gyration of individual skyrmions, and note its persistence over a wide range of thermodynamic parameters. Multilayer simulations and analytical calculations unveil the roles of interlayer dipolar coupling and easy-axis anisotropy in renormalizing the skyrmion resonance spectrum against the magnon continuum. These results establish a comprehensive foundational scaffold between multilayer magnetic interactions and magnetization dynamics of Néel skyrmions, and provide quantifiable insights on their stability and dynamics.
The excitation of RT skyrmions in multilayers is remarkable in light of inherent skyrmionic granularity and inhomogeneity, and is promising towards their exploitation for new physics and technology. Such excitations enable deterministic nucleation and manipulation of skyrmions in device configurations 8 , and can be used to realize skyrmionbased microwave detectors and oscillators 18, 19 . The renormalization of the CCW mode due to the interlayer coupling clearly separates this resonance from the continuum, which is key for an interference-free functionalization involving skyrmion-based data transmission 9 and magnon-based logic 36 in a single device. Our work forms a cornerstone for mechanistic tailoring of skyrmion dynamics in technologically relevant systems 8 , and opens a new chapter on topological magnonics 11, 36 .
Methods

Film Deposition & Characterization
Multilayer films of: Ta(30)/Pt(100)/[Ir(10)/Fe(x)/Co(y)/Pt(10)] 20 /Pt (20) (numbers in parentheses denote nominal layer thickness in angstroms) were sputtered on thermally oxidized 100 mm Si wafers. The deposition parameters, and structural and magnetic properties of the multilayer stacks have been reported previously 7 .
The results reported here correspond to two compositions: Fe(4)/Co(6) and Fe(5)/Co(5). Magnetization M(H) were measured using a Quantum Design™ Magnetic Properties Measurement System (MPMS) in OP/IP configuration to determine H S , M S , and K eff ( §SI 1). MFM images were acquired using a D3100 AFM manufactured by Bruker™, mounted on a vibration-isolated platform, using sharp, ultra-low moment SSS-MFMR™ tips. The reported skyrmion properties are consistent with previous RT results (see §SI 1) 7 , recently extended to temperatures down to 5 K 26 .
FMR Measurements
Broadband FMR measurements were performed using a home-built setup 37 , previously used for high-resolution spectroscopy of ultrathin magnetic films 27 . A 4×8 mm sample was inductively coupled to a U-shaped CPW using a spring-loaded sample holder. Microwave excitations were sourced parallel to the sample plane (Fig. 1a) , and the transmitted signal (S 12 ) was measured using a Keysight PNA N5222 vector network analyzer (VNA). External OP magnetic fields up to ±1 T were applied to saturate the sample, and data were recorded at each frequency in field sweep mode. The results presented here correspond to H swept from above +H S to zero (full sweep in §SI 2). Low temperature measurements were performed with the sample holder mounted on a stage attached to a continuous flow cryostat 27 . For uniform Kittel precession (H > H S ) with frequency f r , the resonance field H r and linewidth ∆H r were extracted by fitting the spectra to the expected form of the OP dynamic susceptibility 27 . The H r − f r dispersion of the uniform mode (Fig. 1c) can be described by the OP Kittel equation 25 :
The gyromagnetic ratio γ = gµ B /h and the anisotropy field, µ 0 H K can be extracted from Eq. M1 (Fig. 1c, see  §SI 1) . Meanwhile, the linewidth ∆H r (Fig. 1d) is described by 28 :
A linear fit to ∆H r − f r (Fig. 1d) determines the inhomogeneous broadening, ∆H 0 , and importantly, the effective damping, α eff 27 .
For data acquired at or below H S (Fig. 2) , the resonances modes for LS, SK, and FM phases were determined by fitting the spectra to a superposition of Lorentzian lineshapes. Typical fit results are shown in Fig. 2b . The spectra were plotted with reduced field (H/H S ) and frequency (2π f /γH S ) units (Fig. 2b) for comparison with simulations ( Fig. 3b) , and across samples (Fig. 5) .
Micromagnetic Simulations
Micromagnetic simulations of equilibrium magnetic textures and their microwave response were performed using the mumax³ package 38 , which accounts for interfacial DMI. The multilayers were modeled with a mesh size of 4 × 4 × 1 nm over a 2 × 2 μm area for comparison with experiments. The magnetic (Fe, Co) layers were modeled as a 1 nm FM layer, while the non-magnetic (Pt, Ir) layers were represented as 1 nm spacers. The magnetic parameters M S and K eff were determined from SQUID magnetometry, α from FMR measurements, and A and D from micromagnetic fits to MFM measurements using established techniques 3, 4 . The RT parameters have been reported previously 7 , and those for lower temperatures were determined similarly (see Fig. 5c,  §SI 3) . Notably, all simulations were performed at 0 K.
First, a set of simulations were performed using the 20 stack repeats configuration consistent with experiment (Full Stack). The magnetization was randomized at H = 0, and relaxed to obtain the equilibrium configuration. Then H was increased progressively up to H S to simulate the field evolution of magnetic textures. Layer-wise analyses of spin configurations in the SK phase reveal uniformly Néel-textured skyrmions with size variations of up to 10% across layers (detailed analysis in §SI 3). The consistency of spin configuration across layers is in line with the large magnitude of DMI (∼2 mJ/m 2 ) in our stacks.
Subsequently, the simulations were repeated using periodic boundary conditions (PBC) in the z direction (9 repeats each along ±z) to mimic the Full Stack behavior, i.e. to incorporate interlayer dipolar coupling without the additional ∼ 20× computational cost. The PBC results were consistent with Full Stack (within ∼ 10%, see §SI 3), and with magnetometry and MFM experiments. Computationally expensive magnetization dynamics work followed a similar protocol: quantitative comparison of Full Stack and PBC for one set of parameters (Fe(5)/Co(5) at 300 K, see §SI 4), followed by PBC for the remainder.
The magnetization dynamics were simulated by examining the response of the equilibrium magnetic textures to a spatially uniform IP excitation field (see §SI 4),
Here, we set h 0 to 10 mT, and f c to 50 GHz -the latter being above the experimental bandwidth. The transient dynamics were computed over 10 ns, and the power spectral density was determined from the Fourier transform of the spatially averaged magnetization response. This procedure was repeated at all relevant H values to obtain Fig. 3b .
Systematics associated with damping, grid size, and interlayer interactions are detailed in §SI 4.
Fourier Analysis of Skyrmion Resonances
The skyrmion excitations at a given (H, f ) was visualized applying a sinusoidal IP excitation field, h(t) = h 0 sin (2π f t), and acquiring snapshots of the m(r) (Fig. 4a ) and q T (r) (Fig. 4b ) at 10 ps intervals (Fig. 4a-b) . The centres-of-mass (circles in Fig. 4a-b ) are determined for m z to be R m z = dr r(1 − m z )/ dr(1 − m z ), and for q T to be R q T = dr rq T (r)/Q Sk , where the net topological charge, Q Sk = dr q T (r) = −1 for a skyrmion.
To analytically establish the origin of these resonances, the m(r) for each temporal snapshot was first projected onto a cylindrical reference frame {ê r ,ê ϕ ,ê z } centered on R q T , which remains static through the period of the simulation (τ). Next, the deviations of OP (∆m z = m z − m z,0 ) and IP (∆m ϕ = m ϕ − m ϕ,0 ) components relative to the static skyrmion configuration m 0 were determined (note: m ϕ,0 = 0 for a Néel skyrmion). The spatiotemporal deviation thus obtained, ∆m (t, r, ϕ) was then Fourier transformed for azimuthal separation of resonance modes To extract the radial profiles of the CCW mode, we calculate: 
